This paper evaluates scalable distributed crawling by means of the geographical partition of the Web. The approach is based on the existence of multiple distributed crawlers each one responsible for the pages belonging to one or more previously identified geographical zones. The work considers a distributed crawler where the assignment of pages to visit is based on page content geographical scope. For the initial assignment of a page to a partition we use a simple heuristic that marks a page within the same scope of the hosting web server geographical location. During download, if the analyze of a page contents recommends a different geographical scope, the page is forwarded to the well-located web server.
INTRODUCTION
In our days, the enormous number of existent Web pages suggests the use of distributed algorithms and systems for processing the huge volume of related information. In particular, the appearance of distributed crawling system architecture and applications has proved to be well suited to achieve a good coverage and freshness of a target web space.
In this context, an important issue is the partition of the Web space between multiple cooperative crawlers. The most popular partition strategies are the ones based on the definition and application of a specific hash function to the name of a host (or its associated IP address). Other approaches exploit the partitioning of the Web taking into account the network (using for instance Round Trip Times) or the Web link topological proximity (using the number of mutual links). An orthogonal approach to handle the large scale of web is the use of topic focused crawlers.
This investigation is based on a special kind of focused crawler, which centres in a particular geographical scope. It is supported by a distributed architecture made up of multiple collaborative crawlers, each one responsible for a specific geographical scope. As so, during download crawlers collect the information enclosed in its scope, transferring the URL and other page information to more appropriated crawlers, whenever the analysis of the page content determine that the page is related to a different geographical scope. It is assumed the existence of a tool that maps web page contents to corresponding geographical scopes allowing for each page to determine its geographical location and send it to the appropriate crawler.
The assignment of geographical scopes to pages is based on the assumption that p is the probability that the content of a page has the same scope of the corresponding Web server location (Si). The probability to have a different scope (Sj = Si) is assumed to be
, where N is the number of total scopes.
The download and exchange time costs are computed by changing the scope probability (p) and the number of geographical partitions. The total space is partitioned according to the geographical proximity of Web servers, using a graph partitioning algorithm.
RELATED WORK
Cho and Molina [5] defined a distributed crawl taxonomy and proposed several partitioning strategies, evaluated using a set of defined metrics. The work includes guidelines on the implementation of parallel crawler's architecture, using host name hashing as the base partitioning technique.
Unlike parallelization, focused crawling [4] collects from the Web only the pages relevant for a given set of topics, avoiding unrelated regions of the Web space. Focused crawling reduces network and computing resources and improves the freshness of collected pages.
The work reported in [1] claims a more general crawling strategy than focused crawling that uses the Web link structure to compute the probability of the URL candidate to be assigned to a given crawl. The crawl criteria are given by arbitrary predicates. Web space partitioning based on page classifier tools is another work that is based on collaborative focused crawling [6] .
Our investigation may be viewed as a specialization of the last work, as the geographical scope may be considered as a special topic and it is also supported by a collaborative multiple crawler system. However, because geographical based classification has some singular characteristics, there are still unexploited issues, as is the case of the existent relation between the geographical location of web servers and the geographical scope of the hosted pages.
In a work in progress [8] , we are proposing and evaluating a multi-criteria Web partitioning strategy based on IP network latency and Web topology to assist on the task to produce an optimized partition of the Portuguese Web. With the present work we plan to enrich the partition strategy by using geographical information (server location and geographic scope of web pages or servers) as an additional criterion.
GEOGRAPHICAL CRAWLING PARTI-TIONING
Web page geographical scope may be calculated using Web page content parsing [15] or by exploiting the link structure of the Web [7] . Our approach is based on the calculation of the Web site geographical scope on the assumption that enclosed pages have a correlated geographical scope. For determining groups (partitions) of geographically close connected Web sites we use the concept of geodesic distance between Web sites.
In a distributed Web crawler system different sub-spaces of the Web are assigned to each crawler. Each sub-space is a geographical scope containing Web sites within the same scope. This division allows for geographical topic focused crawling and is extended with information about Web link structure. The link structure reveals its importance both minimizing the exchange of information and Web space load balancing among the distributed crawlers.
In normal crawling operation the extracted links can be used to discover the Web topology to create a Web link graph and compute the density of links between pages. To determine the geographical scopes of the Web sites we used a set of heuristics that compute their geographic location. Based on the geodesic distance between two separated locations we build a geodesic distances graph where vertices are host machines and edge weights are the respective distances.
Web pages may be aggregated into coarser entities. Since one single Web server (also designated by IP or server) may accommodate several Web sites, and a Web site may be associated with several URLs, it is possible to unify the distance to a quite large number of URLs and also simplify the Web link graph. The two graphs may be condensed by just one graph, where the edges have two weights and vertices are single weighted with the number of pages contained in that vertex. Each vertex represents an IP and the edges are weighted with both geodesic distance and Web links between vertices. The partitioning of a multi-weighted edge graph falls into the category of multi-objective partitioning algorithms. The crawling partitioning strategy results in a multi-objective graph partitioning.
Multi-level partitioning
The graph partition problem corresponds to the need of dividing the vertices of graph into a certain number of parts such that the sum of the weights of the edges is minimized among the different parts. The graph partitioning algorithm used in this work runs at lower level after several stages of coarsening the original graph, by collapsing vertices and edges. Next, the refining phase projects the coarser graphs into the original [10] .
We find this type of partitioning algorithms appropriated to the defined problem because it provides for an automatic coarsening mechanism that allows for rapid and good quality partitions. The algorithms also support weighted load balance by assigning weights to the vertices. Edges may also be assigned weights reflecting the affinity between the connected vertices.
In our problem we identify two different partitioning objectives to achieve the overall optimization. In one hand the partitioning of the reduced IP Web link graph which will minimize the inter-partitioning links between IPs, on the other hand, the geodesic distances graph will allow to obtain geographical focused topics by minimizing the proximity between IPs.
Multi-objective partitioning
To achieve the multi-objective partitioning we followed the procedure suggested in [14] for combining two separate graphs into just one. First, each graph representing each one of the objectives is partitioned separately. Afterwards, a third graph is created by assigning weights to the edges calculated using the sum of the original weights normalized by the partition quality measure of each original graphs called edge-cut. Each normalized weight will be affected by a preferential factor to smooth the differences of magnitude existent between each of the initial graphs. The multi-objective partitioning is the result of the application of the partitioning algorithm to the third graph.
For a Web page link graph a reduced IP graph is created. This reduction works like a coarsening mechanism in which each new IP vertex contains the sum of the pages contained in the Web sites at that IP. The edges are weighted with the sum of the links of the pages belonging to the IPs pointing to pages in other IPs.
In the example of the IP Web graph depicted in Figure 1 , each vertex represents an IP with weights associated to the total number of Web pages residing in that IP. The edges weights represent the number of links existent between the connected vertices. The geodesic distances between IPs is showed in Figure 2 . In this graph, having the same number of IPs of the previous example the geodesic distance weights will be inverted and multiplied by a scaling factor, because the algorithm uses an edge cut minimization scheme. The application of the partitioning algorithm with two partitions is shown in the same Figure. Finally, Figure 3 depict the weight combination after the normalization of each graph weight using the correspondent edge weight.
GEOGRAPHIC AND LINK DATA COL-LECTION
To allow the creation of the IP link and IP distance graphs, conventional crawling has to be modified to collect additional data. So, along with the extraction of the URLs belonging to each crawler partition, other kind of information regarding IP physical topology and geographical locations is also collected. Raw link information exposed in the pages is used to build the IP link graph.
IP geodesic distance resultant from IP geographic location is achieved using one of several proposed location heuristics. One of the most accurate sources of IP location is the Lo- cation Resource Record (RR LOC) which is available by Domain Name Server (DNS). As we will show, in spite of its popularity it is quite limited.
IP hostnames often have semantic context information which may lead to geographic location purpose. Some IPs have airport codes rooted in the hostname. Using a conversion table from airport code to city of 8599 entries, we can easily locate these IPs.
Another simple heuristic that may be used is to take the name of a city also embedded in the name of the host.
Most Web sites belongs to institutions whose name is related with the city name. It is also frequent to find a subdomain related with an institution in the name of the host. We also used a conversion table of 715 institution entries to accomplish this determination.
GTrace [13] is a tool to trace routes including the determination of the location of the traces IPs. In our location determination scheme we also used a collection of 2492 IPs and 9467 hostnames included in GTrace distribution.
Finally, we used NetGeo [3] to determine IP geographic locations. NetGeo parses the address location of Internet resource administrators made available through whois service with information of the several Regional Internet Registries. In spite of being very broad the information available in NetGeo is outdated. Nevertheless, since we did not have a similar method to find IP locations we decided to use NetGeo.
In order to calculate geodesic distances we extensively use a database of geographic references called GeoNames [16] because some of the presented heuristics use a city mapping and there is a need to use geodesic coordinates. The approach allows the conversion between cities (and, eventually, other geographic resources) and the respective geodesic coordinates.
In short, the final geographic location of an IP is determined by the first hit in the following heuristics: 
EVALUATION
Data used to evaluate the proposed approach to geographic graph partitioning results from the fusion of two previous independent Web collections -NetCensus [12] and WPT03 [17] -both retrieved from the Portuguese Web.
The derived collection, comprising 16,859,287 URLs, has been used to support the development and validation of the partitioning algorithms and to produce statistics of the Portuguese Web. From the collection we obtained link and geographic location data, along with information about the related Internet topology entities and the associated geographic entities. As topological entities we identified the Internet address block (Address Block), the address aggregate published by autonomous systems in BGP routing (Address Aggregate) and the autonomous system (AS). The geographical entities identified include the cities and the respective countries, which will be further localized in terms of geodesic coordinates. The amount of entities with known location is as follow: 42,857 Hostnames; 5,468 IPs; 1,645 Address blocks; 583 Address aggregates; 384 ASs; 339 Cities; and 25 Countries.
It is also interesting to point out that 52% of the IPs belonging to the Portuguese Web reside outside of Portuguese territory.
Sample size and selection
Even considering only the region of the Web delimited by Portuguese Web, URL downloading and geographical localization tasks are very time consuming. The algorithms we are evaluating also take a long time to run. For these reasons, we decided to pick just a small portion of the initial derived collection to use as a collection test data base.
The size of the sample was calculated based on statistical sample size formulas and is based on the Round Trip Times (RTT) of the involved IPs. Assuming a confidence level of 90% for which Z( α 2 ) = 1.645, let s = 120.76 be the standard deviation of the RTTs of the population and e = X − µ = 20 the acceptable error between the sample mean (X) and the population mean(µ), the sample size is given by n =
Z( α
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)s e 2 = 99. The data sample, obtained from the initial collection, permitted to use the identified topological and geographical entities as agglomeration unities which concentrate several IPs. Choosing a 99 IP sample of elements of one of these entities would result in a more representative sample. Thus, to achieve a good geographical representation we selected a 99 IP sample of the most populated cities.
Geographic Evaluation
In order to evaluate each one of the heuristics used to determine the IP geographic location, we present in Table 1 the number of IPs discovered by each of the heuristics.
Airport, City and GTrace heuristics did not came out with any IP location discovery. We found out that Airport and City heuristics are more suitable to hostnames of router IPs than server IPs. Unlike the last observation, Institution heuristic showed to be very adequate to these kind of IPs, achieving 1,081 location determinations. Nevertheless, NetGeo achieved a grand slice of the whole location determination, almost 88%. . We believe that between heuristics 4 and 6, the first is more accurate due to the nature of the determination which is the domain of the institutions included in the hostname. Because heuristic 6 has the largest number of hit locations we may assert that it is accurate at most for 42.6%, assuming heuristic 4 is roughly 100% accurate.
Partitioning evaluation
For partitioning evaluation we used the 99 IP sample. We removed 13 IPs whose geographic distance was not possible to determine, remaining a total of 86 IPs.
By the time of the writing of this paper, information about link structure was still unavailable. To overcome this deficiency, we generated a random graph based in evolving scalefree networks [2] using the Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (JUNG) [9] . The generated graph was defined to have an average out-degree equal to 10 [5] taking into account the number of pages of the initial collection. Further we used the partitioning algorithm available in the Metis software package [11] .
The resulted partitions were evaluated to measure: i) download time; ii) exchange time; and iii) relocation time, using the RTT between Web sites and crawlers [8] .
The download time estimates for a set of partitions is the maximum time taken to download the pages assigned to the partitions. The download time for a server i by the crawler j may be approximated by the formula:
where Lj is the number of pages downloaded in pipeline by http persistent connections between crawler j and server i; Mi is the number of pages of the server i; RT Tij and BWij is the RTT and available bandwidth between the crawler j and the server i, respectively; psi is the average page size of the server i. P Ti is a politeness wait interval between consecutive connections to the same server. It is assumed that, at each moment, each crawler may have only one connection to the same server.
Considering a total load of Sj servers for crawler j and Nj http simultaneous connections, the total download time for the crawler j is given by equation:
The maximum total download time is defined by the time taken by the slowest crawler of p partitions, or by the ex- pression: max(dt1, . . . , dtp) .
Because each partition j has several links to other Web sites assigned to different partitions, the associated URLs are forwarded to the crawlers responsible for the corresponding partitions. The estimated time necessary to forward the foreign URLs is given by the equation:
where RT T jl is the RTT between crawlers l and j, nl jl the total number of links from the partition j to the partition i, su the average size of a URL, BW jl the bandwidth between crawlers and Nj the number of simultaneous links sent.
The total time for all partitions corresponds to the maximum value of all partitions.
The relocation time estimates the amount of time needed to move URLs assigned to a partition within a specific geographic scope to the partition that corresponds to the real geographic scope of those URLs. This metric is similar to Equation 3, except for nl jl which is the number of pages of the partition assigned to crawler l moved to the partition assigned to crawler j having the real geographic scope of the URLs.
Because, at the moment of writing the paper, we were not able to calculate the real geographic scope of a page, we used a variation of the probability (p) of a page geographic scope as an approximately value to the geographic scope assigned to the IP hosting the page. Once more, a maximum value for all partitions is calculated.
It was mentioned already that the position of the crawlers is known in advance, but for the calculations above crawlers are assigned to the geographic centre of partitions. Metrics were evaluated by varying the number of partitions, however, due to the nature of the graphs themselves and the partitioning algorithm, some experiments could not reach the desired number of partitions. Figure 4 shows the variation of the desired partitions compared to the number of partitions accomplished for SIRe.
Results will be used to compare geographic based partitioning and site-hash based partitioning schemes. To achieve a fair comparison the evaluation metrics will use the number of partitions effectively achieved. For the following experiments we used Lj = 10, BWij = 16Kbps, psi = 10KB, P Ti = 15, Nj = 10, su = 40 bytes. For nlji we used 10% of the 10 average links per page [5] . Figure 5 presents a comparison for download time estimation using Geographic, site-hash based partitioning schemes and a centralized approach.
As expected due to the parallelization processes the increase in number of partitions allows the reduction of the download time for both partitioning methods thus lowering the values obtained by the centralized approach. Site-hash based curve is notoriously higher than the geographic based curve, suggesting that geographic approach is a good alternative to optimize page download times. Figure 6 presents the results obtained for the estimation of the exchange time. The results are also promising for the geographic based curve.
The two previous charts show a stability tendency for the number of partitions above 20 for the Geographic based curve. For this configuration the observation suggests that is pointless to increase the number of partitions. Figure 7 presents the results for the estimated relocation time of the URLs by fixing the number of partitions at 20 and varying the probability (p) of the geographic scope of a page be the same of the geographic scope of the partition.
This chart shows an evidence already predictable, the re- location time decreases as p increases. But it is also evident the lower times the Geographic partitioning scheme achieves to relocate pages, resulting in a better overall partitioning strategy.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The presented work evaluates scalable distributed crawling by means of the geographical partition of the target Web Space. The approach is based on the existence of multiple distributed crawlers each one being responsible for the pages belonging to one or more previously identified geographical zones.
Two types of geographic information are used to achieve the desired load balancing: i) the geographical scope of web pages contents and ii) the geographic location of the hosting web servers. It is assumed that the geographical scope of pages is highly correlated with the geographical position of the servers.
The heuristics used to calculate a Web server's geographic location determine each IP server location without taking into account the topological and geographical relations existent within the located nodes. We hope to improve web server geographic location quality using the routers location and network topology.
NetGeo heuristic although extensive in the number of geographic locations determined has an uncertain accuracy mainly due to the lack of periodically maintenance. It would be desirable to implement a parsing mechanism to the address locations in the registers of the Regional Internet Registries.
The evaluation showed that the estimated results for download, exchange and relocation times have a clear efficiency improvement which is introduced by the use the geographical based crawling whenever a set of crawlers want to collect pages within a pre-established geographical scope over the site-hash based scheme.
These preliminary results must be expanded with the use of real Web page content and link information, instead of a generated random graph. A geographical scope classifier should be used in a more realistic scale. The mentioned estimated results need also to be compared with real crawling results.
In the future we plan to use geographical partitioning strategy as an additional criterion to the existent multicriteria Web partitioning approach [8] .
